
 

A new urban trail, featuring sculptures created by Spanish

artist Isaac Cordal offers a new way to discover the street of the

capital of Wallonia. This free street art itinerary is a wonderful

way to see Namur differently.

45 miniature sculptures, around 15 cm high, have been placed all

around the city. Start at the tourist office to get a map featuring

each art pieces and start hunting! The artist chose unexpected

places: bull's eye windows, ledges, bus shelters, sewer drains,

pavements...

Each sculpture symbolises a public servant. The artist thus

questions our consumer society, social inequalities or the place of

ordinary people in the world today.

Venelle Des Capucins 11

Namur - 5000

Phone number (main contact): +32

81 24 62 46

https://www.namurtourisme.be/fr/a-voir-a-faire/en-

balade/parcours-isaac-cordal/
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A trail through Namur



The trail is part of the Sculptures dans la Ville/Namur project.

Isaac Cordal is a Spanish artist famous for its street art work, which

involves sculpture and and photography. His miniature sculptures

have already been noticed in the streets of London, Berlin, Paris,

Barcelona, Milan, Malmö and Brussels. Don't miss them in Namur!

 

 

The information contained herein is provided as a guide only.

We recommend that you check with the local supplier before you leave.
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